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AGENCY SECURITY CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM DATA
(Submissions must be unclassified and reach the Information Security Oversight Officc (lSOO) no later than November 15 following the reporting period.)

I. Enter the Fiscal Year that this report covers.
2. Identify the Department, Independent agency, or
3. Enter the name and title of the Senior Agency
Official (as defined in E.O. 13526, section 5.4(d»
or this

1. 2017

2. National Reconnaissance Office
3. Maltha K. Courtney, Director, Office of Security and Counterintelligence

4. Point-of-contact responsible for answering questions about this report:

(b)(3)

4a. Name:
4b. Title:
4c. Email address:
4d. Phone number:
Classification
5. Enter the number

officials whose highest level

5.

13

6. Enter the number

officials whose highest level

classifieation authority is SECRET.

6.

o

7. Enter the number

officials whose highest level

classifieation authority is CONI!'IDENTIAL.

7.

o

8.

13

9. Enter the number of original TOP SECRET classification decisions made during the reporting period with
declassification instructions of to years or less.
I O. Enter the number of original TOP SECRET classification decisions made during the reporting period with
declassification instructions ran
over 1
ars to 25 ears.
II. Total number of TOP SECRET
classification decisions. (Sum of blocks 9 and 10)

9.

0

10.

7

12. Enter the number of original SECRET classification decisions made
declassification instructions of 10 ears or less.

period with

12.

period with

13.

8. Total number of officials with

classification authority. (Sum of blocks 5, 6, and 7)

classification is an initial determination that the inf;ofllaatJlon
also meets the
conditions:
it was classified
an
classification
the control of the United States Govertl111>ent;
it falls into at least one ofthe cat,~golnes
disclosure could
be
to result in
to the national ""';U'"V.

the

the
13. Enter the number of original SECRET classification decisions made
declassification instructions ran
from over 10 ears to 25 ears.
14. Total number of SECRET
classification decisions. (Sum of blocks 12 and 13)

15. Enter the number of original CONFIDENTIAL classification decisions made during the reporting
declassification instructions of 10 ears or less.
16. Enter the number of original CONFIDENTIAL classification decisions made during the
17. Total number of CONFIDENTIAL original classification decisions.
18. Total number

of blocks 15 and 16)

classification decisions. (Sum of blocks II, 14, and 17)
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11

14.
with

15.

with

16.
17.
18.

7

0

11
11

0
0
0
18
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National Reconnaissance Ofllce
PART D: Derivative Classification Decisions
Derivative classification is the lUvVII!Vl"L1llo,,:'alaI!11l"l>1llo ,
or
in new fonn information that is
classified. This
or other source do~um;nts.
includes classification based on ,1, ' "
infOlmation on all cl~ssification .rlPl" "iem<1 • regardless of
~

19. Enter the number of derivative TOP SECRET classification decisions made during the reporting period.

19.

285,012

20. Enter the number of derivative SECRET classification decisions made

20.

784,628

21. Enter the number of derivative CONFIDENTIAL classification decisions made during the reporting

21.

45,786

22. Total number of derivative classification decisions. (Sum of blocks 19, 20, and 21)

22.

1,115,426

the 1"PVllU1.o period.

PART E: M: .... ':J Declassificatioll Review
is an individual initial review request, regardless ofthe number of documents dr pages to be reviewed as part of the request.
the final decision.
23.
23. Enter the number of~~'
received
the 1"pV"IH.o period.
A

P.

24. Enter the number of~~'

closed during the reporting period.

24.

25. Of the REQUESTS entered into block 24, enter the number of pages that were:

8
7

25.

a. Declassified in full

25a.

225

b. Declassified in part

25b.

129

c. Denied declassification.

25c,

612

d. Total number of requested pages acted on. (Sum of blocks a, b, and c)

25d.

966

26. Enter the number of REQUESTS that have been unresolved for over one year.

26.

3

27. Enter the AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS to resolve each request.

27.

188

28. Enter the number of REFERRED REQUESTS received during the reporting period, (Number of requests
28.
referred to your agency from another agency)
PARTF: ..... ..I. 'J Declassification Review I\ppe91~
An
is an individual request for
number of documents or pages to be reviewed as part of the request.
r the final decision.
29. Enter the number of APPEALS received during the reporting
29.

43

.

30. Enter the number of APPEALS closed during the

period.

30.

31. Of the APPEALS entered into block 30, enter the number of pages that were:

I

0

31.

a. Declassified in full

31a.

0

b. Declassified in part.

31b.

0

c. Denied declassification.

31c.

0

d. Total number of appealed pages aeted on. (Sum ofbloeks a, b, and c)

31d.

0

32. Enter the number of APPEALS that have been unresolved t()r over one year.

32.

0

33. Enter the AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS to resolve each

33.

0

34.

0

34. Enter the number of REFERRED APPEALS received
to your agency from another agency)
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and

PARTG:

Declassification Reviews

Ill••' .....,,,...,,,", ...,

35. Enter the number of pages REVIEWED that were subject to automatic declassification under section 3.3 of E.O.
13526.
36. Enter the number
DECLASSIFIED under automatic declassification.

35.

37. Enter the number
E.O.13526.
38. Enter the number

REVIEWED that were subject to systematic declassification under section 3.4 of

37.

DECLASSlFIED under systematic declassification.

38.

39. Enter the number
E.O.13526.
40. Enter the number

REVIEWED that were subject to discretionary declassification under section 3.1 of

39.

DECLASSIFIED under discretionary declassification.

40.

294,705

36.

o

PART H: Internal
41. Enter the number of CHALLENGES processed by your agency to the classification of information believed to be

41.

o

42. Enter the number of CHALLENGES where the classification status was fully affirmed.

42.

o

43. Enter the number of CHALLENGES where the classification status was overturned in whole or in part.

43.

o

Information
the annual report to the DNI on the

dissemination

classified disseminated
marked
44. Enter PERCENTAGE of your
ORCON.
45. Enter TOTAL NUMBER of your organization's classified disseminated analytic products originally marked
ORCON.
46. Enter thc NUMBER Of REQUESTS "l'W,rnupri for expanded dissemination of ORCON in full.

44.

V'E,UWCLm1VH

"l'W,rnupri

45.
46.

for expanded dissemination of OR CON in part. Provide

47.

48. Enter the number of ORCON expanded dissemination requests DENIED. Provide explanation for denial in part J
below.

48.

0.00%
0
0
0
0

Organization's classified disseminated analytic product (as defined in ICD 206 Sourcing Requirements for Disseminated Ana{vtic Product)
rked ORCON-USGOV.
49. Enter PERCENT AGE of your organization's analytic products originally marked ORCON-USGOV.
49.
0.00%
50. Enter TOTAL NUM BER of your organization's analytic products originally marked ORCON-USGOV.

50.

o

51. Provide TOTAL NUMBER
of potential misapplication of the ORCON
Provide background
infonnation on each occurrence in Part J below.
52. Has your 5U'H~'"''-''' been NEGATIVEL Y IMPACTED by information being marked with ORCON or
.
..

51 .

o
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52. N/A
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PART J: Explanatory Comments
Use this space to elaborate on any section ofthisform. If,
space is needed, provide as an attachment to thisfbrm. Provide pYnlonotinnsfbr
any significant changes in trends/numbers fi'om the previous vear's report.

Re: item #38, pages reviewed in prior year but released this year account for this number being higher than item #37
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